A Walk in the Past at Dyce
Wednesday Activities
Our context for learning in February is “A Walk in the Past at Dyce”. This is all about the history of
our local area.
We have included a range of activities for you to enjoy. However, please do not feel you have to do
all these activities, and feel free to do them with or without your family!
You are welcome to share your activities on your Google classroom.

EXPLORING DYCE
Senses Walk

Favourite Place

Take a “Senses Walk” around
Dyce. What do you see? What do
you hear? What do you
smell? How do you feel?

Where is your favourite
place in Dyce? Can you
take a photo or draw a
sketch?

You might want to take notes,
make a video / song or create
some art work. Or, you might just
want to enjoy the walk!

Photo Spot

Walking challenge

Have a look at the
photographs on the link. Do
you know where they
are? Can you visit any of
these places?

In February, how far can
you walk within your own
neighbourhood? Can you
set a challenge?

A Walk in the Past at Dyce
RESEARCH DYCE IN THE PAST
Shops, Businesses and
Industry

Interview an elderly
resident

Choose a shop / site in Dyce and research
the changes over the years. You might also
want to think about the changes that have
taken place during Covid-19.

You may know a family member or a neighbour who has
lived in Dyce for many years. Think of a few questions you
would like to ask them about how Dyce has
changed. Remember you will have to do this virtually, and
please ask permission from your parents or carers first.

Dyce Football Club

Aberdeen Airport (Dyce)

Research the history of Dyce
Football Club. You may know one
of the players or staff and be able
to interview them.

Find out about the history of Aberdeen’s
International Airport, located here in Dyce.
Can you make a map of destinations
airlines fly to from Aberdeen Airport?

BEING THE CHANGE AT DYCE
Dyce Diamond
How can you make a difference in Dyce? Can you share a
positive poster on your window? Or can you have a small
litter pick to help keep your street tidy? Remember to
stay safe. Please share with us on Google classroom, or
your parents / carers might like to share through our
Personal Achievement google form so that we can give
you a ‘Shout Out’ at our virtual assembly.

One Night at the Museum
Organise a night at the museum of your choice! It might
be a real museum, a virtual museum or one you’ve
created!
This film, featuring three of our P7 pupils, might inspire
you! Thank you Ross, Nicole and Rebecca.

Museum of Me

Outdoor Art Museum

Create your own museum on Minecraft:
Museum of Me | Minecraft: Education
Edition

Create and share art in nature outdoors.
Help bring a smile to your neighbours and
the residents of Dyce by sharing your art in
a safe place. Please take a photograph and
share.

